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Introduction

Introduction
Welcome to Stage 6 of Cambridge Primary English. Language opens up your world 
helping you learn, interact, understand and communicate effectively. Language is 
important in every area of the curriculum and beyond.

We have included stimulating fiction texts from all over the world covering science fiction, 
stories with flashbacks and told from different perspectives, as well as stories and plays 
with multimedia elements. We have also included fascinating non-fiction texts covering 
climate change, pollution and recycling, as well as biographies and autobiographies of 
interesting people of all ages from across the globe. Find out what they do and why!

You will read and produce all kinds of stories, plays, poetry, news and magazine articles, 
instructions, biographies and autobiographies and more, learning to be creative, 
descriptive, factual and persuasive.

You will do interesting activities in a variety of ways – on your own, in pairs and in 
groups to practise reading, writing, speaking and listening for different audiences and in 
different contexts.

We have included something for everyone:

• How good are your research and listening skills?

• Do you like to focus on facts about our world or lose yourself  
in a fictional world?

• Do you enjoy reading and writing poems or plays?

• How confident are you at presenting and performing?

• Do you prefer to read by yourself or in a group?

This book gives you the keys to success. It helps you understand 
what you want to achieve and the steps to get there, with 
opportunities to learn and practise new skills. There is also time for 
reflection, review and feedback, both individually and in groups so 
you can understand how to improve.

The book contains a useful toolkit at the end to revise essential 
language skills and techniques. There are also special spelling 
activities to challenge you and help you practise.  

We hope you enjoy opening the door and stepping through to 
language success.
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Page Unit Text type Reading Writing Speaking/Listening Language focus Vocabulary Cross-curricular links 21st century skills

10 1 Different voices 
– different times

Fiction:  
Science fiction
Stories with 
flashbacks
Stories by 
significant 
children’s authors

East – Prologue
East – Neddy (1)
East – Neddy (2)
Voices in the Museum

Make notes on the prologue
Complete your learning journal
Write a short prologue
Write a fact file
Continue the dialogue
Draw a timeline
Write Voice 4 in the Museum as a flashback

Discuss the prologue
Make predictions 
Read your prologue aloud
Read an extract aloud
Perform a dialogue
Summarise each voice
Listen to a flashback story extract
Role play the voices
Read your flashback in a group

Word origins
Hyphens and dashes
Articles
Standard English

Words with prefixes and 
suffixes
Words to talk about 
prologues
Vocabulary on white bears
Homophones and 
homographs
Standard and non-standard 
English
Idiomatic expressions

History – Scandinavia/
Norway, dinosaurs
Geography – Scandinavia/
Norway, maps and 
compasses, Zimbabwe 
Science – white bears, 
dinosaurs, frogs, bush 
babies

Role play
Communication

45 2 People in the 
news

Non-fiction:
News article
Biography
Fact file
Autobiography 
(audio)

Girl, 13, becomes youngest person to  
conquer Everest 
Biography of Poorna Malavath
Extract from Another Life by Jamila Gavin
Biography of Tenzing Norgay 

Write headlines
Write a mini report
Write a biography
Start an autobiography
Change text from direct to reported speech
Write a news article

Share opinions, report back
Role play a news broadcast
Listen to a film review and discuss it
Listen to the start of an autobiography
Conduct an interview

Formal and informal
Headline techniques
Structure of a news report
Relative pronouns
Reported speech

headline
pesuasive
summarise
current
register
portmanteau words
bio and auto
classify
inverted pyramid for news 
reporting

History – famous events, 
biographies of famous 
people
Geography – mountains 
and other regions 
mentioned
Current affairs – local and 
international news
PSHE – explore other 
cultures

Cross-curricular 
learning
Language 
awareness

72 3 Personification 
and imagery

Poems with a wide 
range of different 
features – (e.g. 
themes, imagery, 
structure)

‘The River’
‘Mawu of the Waters’
‘A River Poem’
‘Right Here Was the Ocean’
‘The Storm’

Add to your learning journal
Compare poems in a paragraph
Paragraph summarising poem analysis
Develop an extended metaphor
Write a stanza of poetry
Write a poem

Discuss answers to questions
Give a dramatic performance
Give a group presentation
Listen about Zehra Nigah
Read a poem aloud with expression
Share stanzas in a group
Perform a poem at a mushaira

Personification
Extended metaphors

Words describing flowing 
water
Words with multiple 
meanings in context
Proverbs
Words describing mood
Words to compare poetic 
features
Figurative language 

Geography – rivers and 
oceans

Creativity 
Collaboration

90 4 Back to the 
Future

Fiction: 
Science fiction
Stories with 
flashbacks
Stories by 
significant 
children’s authors

The Green Book 
The Diary of a Space Traveller and  
Other Stories 
The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy

Write a paragraph summarising predictions
Add to your learning journal
Plan a longer story
Write a first chapter
Write a paragraph about science fiction
Describe a setting in Chapter 2
Write the Vogon Constructor Fleets entry
Finish the chapter story

Give a speech on what you would take 
with you
Listen to an audio about science fiction
Discuss what makes an extract science 
fiction in a group
Perform a reading in groups
Give feedback to a partner
Take part in a Readaloudathon

Parenthesis
Quantifiers and agreement
Active and passive voice
If clauses – conditionals

Words with multiple 
meanings
Quantifiers with countable 
and non-countable nouns
Science fiction and its 
features
Common connectives
Decriptive vocabulary for 
science-fiction settings
Tricky suffixes

Science – the solar 
system and planets, Mars
Science – futuristic 
inventions

Creativity
Making predictions
Groupwork

128 5 The facts of the 
matter

Non-fiction:
News article
Scientific 
explanation
Balanced report
Persuasive article
Persuasive speech 
(audio)

Report Gives Strong Climate Change Warning
Climate change explained 
Is it time to ban cars from city centres? 
The shrinking world of penguins 
Let’s curb global warming together (audio) 

Write facts and opinions about a topic
Write a balanced report or argument
Write a persuasive paragraph

Class and group discussions
Listen to a speech – identify the viewpoint
Prepare a persuasive speech
Have a class debate

Use connectives to link
Conditional clauses
Active and passive voice
Formal and informal 
language
Persuasive techniques
Figurative language used to 
persuade

objective
emotive
persuasive
convincing
balanced argument
debate

Geography – climate 
change, regions around 
the world
Natural science – 
animals habitats, carbon 
emissions
PSHE – express yourself, 
recognise another 
viewpoint

Assessment for 
learning
Active learning

Contents

Contents
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Page Unit Text type Reading Writing Speaking/Listening Language focus Vocabulary Cross-curricular links 21st century skills

160 6 Poetry at play Poems that 
explores poetic 
licence
Cinquain
Limerick

‘According to my mood’
‘Amaized’
A variety of cinquains
A variety of limericks
by following visual clues

Create a mind map of ideas
Write a ‘string poem’
Write a cinquain poem
Write limericks
with adjective + noun + verb + adverb

Listen to a poem and discuss 
Read aloud with expression
Listen to an audio about cinquains
Make up a limerick and perform it limerick

How poets play with words
Limerick features – syllables 
and rhythm

poetic licence
cinquain
limerick
palindrome
rhythm
rhyme scheme
homophones
homonyms

PSHE – express yourself, 
understand others’ 
feelings
Geography – find out 
where Limerick is 
(and any other places 
mentioned), explore 
words that mean 
different things in 
different countries
History – explore how 
language has changed 
over time

Skills for life
Language 
awareness

177 7 A different 
medium

Fiction:  
Science fiction
Stories with 
flashbacks
Stories by 
significant 
children’s authors
Plays: 
play script by a 
significant writer

Flora and Ulysses: The Illuminated 
Adventures 
No.6 Volume One cover
No.6 Volume One extract
Shakespeare mini bio
Twelfth Night (original)
Twelfth Night (plain words)
Twelfth Night (manga)

Write the cartoon strip in narrative form
Summarise your opinion
Plan and write an illustrated episode
Plan a profile and write about Shion
Rewrite an extract in novel format
Write a plain words version
Write an opinion paragraph
Write a play script

Read the dialogue aloud in pairs
Summarise points for an against in groups
Read your chapter in small groups
Listen about manga
Discuss a cartoon sequence
Give a two-minute presentation
Read a play extract with a partner
Discuss communication styles
Read extracts aloud
Read out a play script in groups with 
stage directions and production notes

Paragraphs and compound 
and complex sentences
Colons
Semicolons 

Alternatives to said
Words with multiple 
meanings in context
Words to describe narrative 
style
Connectives with purpose
Words to analyse a book 
cover and contents
Words to dscribe play and 
novel layouts
Old-fashioned language and 
contractions
Figurative language

Science - squirrels and 
vacuum cleaners
Geography – Japan
Science – typhoons
PSHE – friendship and 
selflessness
Geography – Illyria on 
the Adriatic ( Serbia, 
Slovenia, Bosnia, Albania, 
Croatia, Montenegro)
History – Shakesperean 
England and that period 
in your region
History – Elizabethan 
language

Critical thinking
Using ICT

211 8 Make it happen Non-fiction:
Magazine article
Instructions
Information text

Ocean pollution – the silent killer
How to make an eco-brick
Recycling

Write instructions
Plan, edit, present
Write a short, balanced argument
Write a magazine article including various text types

Class and group discussion
Give a demonstration
Work in groups – take on roles and 
responsibilities
Listen to an audio on why and how to 
summarise

Figurative language
Subordinating connectives
Text features

classify/classified
ambiguity
imperative
evaluate
relevant
magazine article

Geography – ocean gyres, 
pollution
Science – types of plastic
PSHE – personal 
responsibility, ways to 
make a difference
History – when and how 
was plastic invented?

Questioning and 
feedback
Differentiation

237 9 A moment in 
time

Poems with a wide 
range of different 
features (e.g. 
themes, imagery, 
structure)

When You Look at a Painting’
Impala fact file
‘Impala’
Pomegranate fact file
‘How to Cut a Pomegranate’

Write a paragraph explaining the poem’s theme
Add a stanza to the poem
Compare poems in a table
Add to your learning journal
Write a flashback poem following the form

Describe a favourite painting
Read a poem aloud with a partner
Read the extended poem in a group
Tell the story of the poem
Have a discussion forum
Listen to a myth
Read a poem in pairs
Read your poems in a group

Types of rhymes
Figurative language

Figurative ways to look at a 
painting
Words to decribe poetic form 
and techniques
Words to describe impala
Words to reflect on the 
poem’s mood
Words to describe 
pomegranates

Geography – Guyana and 
the Caribbean
Art – Caribbean art
Geography – Africa, 
South Africa, African 
bush, impala
Science – plants and 
pomegranate plants
History – history of 
pomegranate
Geography – Pakistan
PSHE/Science – different 
foods, cooking and 
change of state

Creativity
Social skills
Information literacy

255

267

276

Spelling activities 

Toolkit

Glossary

Contents
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8

How to use this book
In this book you will find lots of different features to help your learning.

What you will learn in  
the unit.

Questions to find out what  
you know already.

Fun activities  
linked to what you  
are learning.

 

Important words  
to learn.

Audio recordings of texts and 
listening activities.

Key language and grammar  
rules explained.

2 People in the news

  2.6 and 2.7  Make a start
We are going to...

• practise pronouns and then use information to plan and write a mini biography.

Getting started

1 In pairs, draw a timeline of your partner’s life and plot the main events. 
Use it to tell your group about your partner.

2 How easy is it talk about someone else’s life?

A relative pronoun takes the place of a noun and acts as a connective. It connects 
a clause or phrase to a noun that has already been mentioned. The clause or 
phrase modifies or adds more information to that noun. Relative pronouns are 
placed directly after the noun they modify. They can also join sentences.

There are five main relative pronouns:

 • who, whom, whose and which refer to people

 • that and which refer to animals or objects.

Example:  This is the girl who climbed Mount Everest.
This is the mountain that she climbed.

The pronoun which is usually preceded by a preposition.

Language focus

1 Practise relative pronouns.

a Read the biography in Activity 1, Session 2.5. Identify a relative pronoun 
that refers to a person and one that refers to an object. Name the person 
or object the relative noun refers to.

b Rewrite these sentences. Add a relative pronoun from the 
Language focus box and underline the noun it refers to.

•  Malavath is a young girl  motto is ‘You can achieve anything’.

•  Mount Everest was the ultimate challenge  she felt called 
to attempt.

58

2 People in the news

  2.6 and 2.7  Make a start
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Getting started
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to attempt.

58

2 People in the news

1 Discuss and analyse headlines.

a Skim the headlines on the previous page. Which ones get your attention? 
Why? Is it the same for everyone?

b Discuss the language techniques used in headlines.

•  Describe the register. Is the language formal or informal? 
Positive or negative?

•  Do headlines use full sentences with punctuation? Are they 
long or short? Why?

•  In what way is the language persuasive?

c Discuss the meaning and impact of the headlines on the previous page.

•  What do you think the headlines mean?

•  What impact or effect can a headline have on a reader?

•  Is the meaning and impact the same for everyone? Give examples.

2 Review headline techniques and write your own headlines.

a Find an example of each sentence type in the 
headlines in Activity 1. 

b Are headlines ever compound or complex 
sentences? Give reasons and examples.

Headlines use a variety of sentence types and punctuation to summarise 
the news, express a fact and/or an opinion and get the readers’ attention. 
Headline techniques include:

 • a statement, question or command

 • key words or phrases using well-chosen words to make an impact

 • short, simple sentences rather than compound or complex sentences

 • active or passive voice for effect.

Language focus

summarise: to give a brief 
version of something, 
focusing on key points only

key words: words that are 
important to the meaning of 
a sentence or text

Key words

46

45

2 People in the news
  2.1  Making headlines

We are going to...

• analyse headlines, discuss their impact and make up some new ones.

Getting started

Discuss these questions.

1 What is the purpose of a headline? 

2 Which ones have you noticed recently?

3 Are headlines fact, or opinion or both? Explain why.

headline: a heading 
at the top of a news 
article aimed to 
get the reader’s 
attention

Key word

Balloon trip: a great successTeens awarded Nobel Prize

Rescue (mum) hero Teachers, parents get A+

Congrats – it’s a boy! Everest conquered!

Who’s next? What can YOU do?

And the winner is … ‘Unsinkable’ liner goes down

2 People in the news

1 Discuss and analyse headlines.

a Skim the headlines on the previous page. Which ones get your attention? 
Why? Is it the same for everyone?

b Discuss the language techniques used in headlines.

•  Describe the register. Is the language formal or informal? 
Positive or negative?

•  Do headlines use full sentences with punctuation? Are they 
long or short? Why?

•  In what way is the language persuasive?

c Discuss the meaning and impact of the headlines on the previous page.

•  What do you think the headlines mean?

•  What impact or effect can a headline have on a reader?

•  Is the meaning and impact the same for everyone? Give examples.

2 Review headline techniques and write your own headlines.

a Find an example of each sentence type in the 
headlines in Activity 1. 

b Are headlines ever compound or complex 
sentences? Give reasons and examples.

Headlines use a variety of sentence types and punctuation to summarise 
the news, express a fact and/or an opinion and get the readers’ attention. 
Headline techniques include:

 • a statement, question or command

 • key words or phrases using well-chosen words to make an impact

 • short, simple sentences rather than compound or complex sentences

 • active or passive voice for effect.

Language focus

summarise: to give a brief 
version of something, 
focusing on key points only

key words: words that are 
important to the meaning of 
a sentence or text

Key words
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2 People in the news

1 Read the news article and answer questions to get the main idea.

a What clues does the headline give about the article?

b Who is the article about? Who else is mentioned and what was their role?

c When and where did the event take place?

d What is so special about a young girl doing this?

e Choose a word to describe the article.

f Identify unfamiliar words in the article and look them up in a dictionary.

g Add the news article to your learning journal. Find other news articles 
about interesting people to add to your learning journal.

current: relating to 
the present time

Key word

factual

interesting disturbing

inspiringmysterious

current

  2.2  Read all about it
We are going to...

• read a news report, find information and identify the facts and opinions.

Getting started

Discuss these questions with a partner.

1 Do you read or watch the news?

2 What news topics interest you?

3 What is fake news?

4 Can you think of examples?

48

  3.1  ‘The River’

1 Read and talk about a poem.

 a  In pairs, read ‘The River’ by Sara Teasdale. Read silently fi rst to get the main idea. 
Then read aloud together, with fl uency and expression.

gray: US spelling of grey

Glossary
13 The River

I came from the sunny valleys 
And sought for the open sea, 
For I thought in its gray expanses 
My peace would come to me. 

I came at last to the ocean 
And found it wild and black, 
And I cried to the windless valleys, 
‘Be kind and take me back!’

But the thirsty tide ran inland, 
And the salt waves drank of me, 
And I who was fresh as the rainfall 
Am bitter as the sea. 
        Sara Teasdale

Sara Teasdale 
was born in the United States 
in 1884 in St Louis, Missouri, 

which stands on the banks of the 
Mississippi, one of the world’s 

longest rivers. 

73

  2.2  Read all about it

Girl, 13, becomes youngest to conquer Everest07

Yesterday, a 13-year-old Indian girl has 
become the youngest person to reach Mount 
Everest’s summit.
Poorna Malavath, who lives in a small village 
and learnt to climb at her school, completed 
the dangerous Himalayan mountaineering 
journey on May 25 at the age of 13 years, 11 
months – just one month younger than the 
previous record-setter, Jordan Romero from 
America, who made the climb in 2010.
Her record-breaking climb comes just a 
month after the famed peak’s deadliest 
avalanche ever. She was accompanied by 
her friend, Sandhanapalli Anand Kumar 
from Khammam.
“When I reached the top, I felt too much 
emotion, too much joy” the teen told reporters 
as she described being overcome with awe 
after scaling the world’s highest mountain, 
at 29,029 feet. “All around me, beauty – 
mountains, sunshine, clouds. I was grateful 
and too happy.”
A major challenge of the expedition, she 
says, was not the cold or discomfort but the 
packaged food they had to consume. “I did 
not like its smell or taste,” she explained. “I 

wanted to go home and eat my mother’s 
food.”
When she returns home in a few days from 
the Indian capital, Poorna plans to catch 
up on the schoolwork she’s missed. She’d 
eventually like to become a law-enforcement 
offi cial in homage to a retired policeman 
who introduced her and other schoolchildren 
to mountaineering.
“When I fi nish my studies, I want to join the 
police because of him,” she says. “It will be 
my thank you to him for changing my life.”
 PEOPLE.com

summit: the top of a mountain

avalanche: a large amount of snow that falls down the side of a mountain

scaling: to climb something that is high or steep

homage: to show your respect for someone, especially by praising them in public

Glossary

Nadia Reddy  26 May 2014

The Daily News N

S
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How to use this book

9

Hints to help you with your  
reading, writing, speaking  
and listening skills

A good time to pause and find 
out how your learning is  
progressing.

This is what you have learnt  
in the unit.

Questions that cover what you 
have learnt in the unit. If you can 
answer these, you are ready to
move on to the next unit.

A project for you to carry out, 
using what you have learnt. You 
might make something or solve a
problem.

  2.8  Another life

2 You are never too young to start an autobiography.

a Draw a timeline and plot events you would like 
to include in your autobiography. Try to give 
your readers lots of interesting details.

b Decide where your story begins. You do not 
have to begin when you were born. Think of 
an interesting beginning and write it down. 
Which of these sounds interesting?

c Think about your audience, language and what you want to say.

•  Do you want to sound formal or friendly?

•  What do you want your readers to learn about you?

•  What do you want your readers to think about you?

d Plan and write the first paragraph.

e Read it to a partner to get feedback. Discuss ways to improve.

Make sure your writing flows: use pronouns to avoid repetition, link sentences 
and paragraphs with connectives, and order events correctly.

Writing tip

We were at the dinner 
table when my father made 

the announcement.

I remember the day 
I arrived. My parents were 
waiting in the driveway.

Nobody ever told 
me to stay away from the 

old family album in 
the attic.

Did you plan carefully? Did you choose a good beginning? 
Did you make it interesting for others to read? Did you check and edit your work?

How are we doing? 

A timeline 
is one of the many ways 
to record information in

chronological order.
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3 Personification and imagery

Read the criteria before listening to the presentation so that you can listen 
out for the right things.

Listening tip

Did you compare different aspects of the poem? 
Did you include extracts in your presentation? Did you all have a role?

How are we doing?

Give a fi ve-minute presentation comparing two of the three river poems 
from this unit. Use plenty of examples and liven up your presentation by 
performing extracts.

What do we need to talk about for each poem?

 Main idea and underlying theme and meaning (2 marks)

 Structure: stanzas, length, rhyme scheme, rhythm, layout (2 marks)

 Narrative voice and mood (2 marks)

 Imagery or poetic devices (e.g. mind pictures, word choice, simile, 
metaphor, personifi cation) (2 marks)

 A personal response to each poem, giving our preference (2 marks)

Critic’s choice

80

2 People in the news

Look what I can do:

 I can identify language and vocabulary used to make an impact.

 I can identify the structure and purpose of a news article.

 I can role play a news broadcast and give an interview.

 I can write a mini biography.

 I can compare features of an autobiography and a biography.

 I can plan, proofread and present a news article.

How can you improve at proofreading and editing your work and others’ work?

How are we doing? 

Projects

• Solo project: research an interesting explorer or adventurer and write a 
biography about this person. Present the information to the class as a 
poster or digital slideshow.

• Paired project: research a famous event that made the news. Collect 
facts and opinions and different points of view about the event. Plan and 
present a news article to report what happened in your own words. Include 
pictures, quotations, a headline and paragraphs. Pretend you were there 
and write as if it happened the day before.

• Group project: Create a class newspaper for the school library. Interview 
learners from other classes to gather stories about things that have 
happened in school or at home. Work together to present an interesting 
newspaper as a hard copy or on-screen version.

e Once you have improved your work, write it out neatly or type it.

f Display your news articles for everyone to read and enjoy.

70

  3.6  Write your own poem

Projects

• Solo project: browse through poetry anthologies or online to find poems 
containing figurative language. Choose one with similes, one with metaphors 
and one with personification.

• Paired project: choose a poem containing figurative language to illustrate and 
present. Use the illustrations to bring the figurative language to life.

• Group project: choose a poem containing figurative language to perform and 
record. Each person should have a role, even if it is filming the performance. 
Explore individual, paired and choral voices. Use expression and body language 
to bring your poem to life and respond to the figurative language. Consider 
using props, costumes and music. Share your recording with another class.

Check your progress
1 a Explain what personifi cation is.

 b Give an example of personifi cation.

2 a Write out these common poetic contractions in full.

  o’er  ne’er  ’tis  e’er  ’twas

 b Give a reason why a poet might use these contractions.

3 a Explain how a simile compares one thing to another.

 b Write a simile to describe each of these things.

  grass  mountain  car  ship  road

4 a Explain how a metaphor compares one thing to another.

 b Write a metaphor to describe each of these things.

  grass  mountain  car  ship  road

5 a Explain what an extended metaphor is.

 b Give an example of an extended metaphor.
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  3.6  Write your own poem

Projects
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to bring your poem to life and respond to the figurative language. Consider 
using props, costumes and music. Share your recording with another class.
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1 a Explain what personifi cation is.

 b Give an example of personifi cation.

2 a Write out these common poetic contractions in full.

  o’er  ne’er  ’tis  e’er  ’twas

 b Give a reason why a poet might use these contractions.

3 a Explain how a simile compares one thing to another.

 b Write a simile to describe each of these things.

  grass  mountain  car  ship  road
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1 Different voices – 
different times

10

  1.1  What is a prologue?
We are going to...

• explore a prologue and start a learning journal.

Getting started

1 Explore with a partner how your independent readers begin.

• Does your book set a scene or introduce a character?

• Is it traditional?

• Does it go straight into the story or is another technique used?

• Does it leave you curious to know more?

2 Discuss any other books you know that start in an unusual way.
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  1.1  What is a prologue?

1 When tales start with Once upon a time, we know what sort of story to expect.  
But what other techniques can be used to begin stories?

Read this opening paragraph of a story.

a  What images set the scene? How is this reflected in the language?

b  What is the feeling in this opening paragraph?

c  Is the narrator looking forward or back? How can you tell?

d  What is your opinion of this opening? Does it make you want to read on? 

2 Some books begin with a prologue.  
Work with a partner to read the prologue on page 12.

a Where do you think a prologue comes in a book?

b What role could it play?

c Does the prologue on page 12 match your ideas? How?

The Middle of Nowhere
The piano arrived too late to stop the sky falling 
in. If it had come earlier, things might have 
ended on a sweet note. As it was, everything was  
jangled, unstrung, struck dumb.

Geraldine McCaughrean

01

The word prologue  
comes from an ancient Greek word 
πρόλογος (prológos), which is made 

from the prefix pro (before) and the 
root word lógos (word).
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1 Different voices – different times

East
Prologue
I found the box in the attic of an old  
farmhouse in Norway. It was large, the size  
of a footlocker, and there were markings on it;  
runes, I learned later.

When I opened the lid, it looked like the box  
contained mostly papers, a jumbled mass of  
them, in several different languages and written  
in different styles of handwriting. There were diaries, maps, even  
ships’ logs.

As I dug deeper, under the papers, I found more: skeins of wool; small 
boots made of soft leather; sheaves of music tied with faded ribbon; long, 
thin pieces of wood with maplike markings on them; dried-up mushrooms; 
woven belts; even a dress the colour of the moon.

Then I came upon what looked to be the 
mouthpiece of a very old reed instrument. I held it 
up toward the light coming through the small attic 
window. As the late afternoon sun caught it, a most 
extraordinary thing happened. I heard the clear, 
high note of a flute.

And it was coming from inside the trunk.

Other sounds came then – whispering, muttering, 
swirling around inside my head. Dogs barking, 
sleigh bells, the cracking of ice. Voices. Hearing 
voices – this isn’t good, I thought.

Still holding the ancient mouthpiece in the palm of 
my hand, I lifted the top piece of paper out of the 
trunk. It was a handwritten note.

They want me to write it all down, though I’m 
not sure why.

It seems enough that Father and Neddy wrote 
down their parts. Especially Neddy; he was  
always the storyteller in the family.  

02

runes: any of the letters of 
an ancient alphabet cut into 
stone or wood in the past 
by the people of northern 
Europe, or any similar mark 
with a secret meaning

logs: full, written records of 
a trip, a period of time, or 
an event

skeins: lengths of wool or 
thread collected together 
into the shape of a loose ring

sheaves: numbers of things, 
especially pieces of paper or 
plant stems, that are held or 
tied together

Glossary
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  1.1  What is a prologue?

I am not a storyteller, not really. It takes more patience than I’ve got  
– or rather, than I used to have. I guess I did learn a little bit about 
patience in the course of the journey. But even so, I’d much rather set 
the story down in cloth. Well, actually I have. Hangs on the north wall 
in the great room, and the whole story is there. But words are easier to 
understand for most people. So I will try.

It isn’t easy for me to walk the path back to the beginning of the story, 
even to know where the true beginning is. And telling a story, I suppose, 
is like winding a skein of spun yarn  – you 
sometimes lose track of the beginning.

All I intended to do, when I began the 
journey, was to set things right. They say 
losing someone you love is like losing a 
part of your own body. An eye or a leg. 
But it is far worse  – especially when it 
is your fault.

But I’m already getting ahead of myself. 
It all began with a pair of soft boots.

       Edith Pattou

3 Start a learning journal to record this year’s reading, your ideas, and writing 
techniques you encounter and want to remember.

a East is based on a Norwegian folktale called East of the Sun, West of the Moon. 
Make notes on what the prologue suggests about the story.

b Predict what could have begun with a pair of soft boots.  
Use your imagination!

c Add East to your learning journal and list any questions you have about the  
story and words you would like to remember and use again.

13
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1 Different voices – different times

  1.2  Delve into detail

ideas, 
predictions, 
questions

summaries,
reviews, 

recommendations

reactions to 
characters 
and events

writing 
techniques to 

remember

favourite 
extracts and 

examples

learning 
journal

We are going to...

• explore the prologue detail and work with prefixes and word origins.

Getting started

1  Prefixes can change the meaning of words. With a partner, make a list  
of words that use these prefixes: sub, trans, mono, micro, auto.

2 Discuss what each prefix means.

You can draw and stick  
things in your learning journal 

and use it to practise  
your ideas.

How can you use your learning journal to improve your writing?

How are we doing?

14
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  1.2  Delve into detail

1 The prologue for East (see Activity 2, Session 1.1)  
contains important clues about the story to come. 

a Use these questions to find out how good a 
detective you are. Use evidence from the text 
in your answers.

 •  Who do you think is the main character, 
the narrator of the prologue or the writer 
of the note? Explain.

 •  What important thing does the writer  
of the note undertake in the story?

 •  What items do you think might be 
important in the story?

 •  Who do you think Neddy is?

 •  Why did the writer of the note 
undertake a journey? 

b Answer these questions about the 
book itself.

 •  Will this book be fiction or non-fiction? How do you know?

 •  What genre of book do you think it will be? What clues did you use? 

c Choose words to describe the mood in: 

 •  the first part of the prologue

 •  the second part of the prologue.

Look in more than one place for 
answers. Scan the whole text for 
details that build up your ideas. 

Reading tip

 •  Which words or effects in the text support your choice?

 •  How could you change the mood of the prologue?

mystery sorrow

reluctance sadness

fear
wistfulness suspense anger

panic

excitement regret

thoughtfulness

peace

hilarity

incredulity

curiosity

15
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1 Different voices – different times

d Which of these descriptions matches the prologue in East?

 •  It is a flashback giving the readers clues to help them understand  
the story events and characters.

 •  It is a ‘flash forward’ revealing later events to build suspense called 
foreshadowing.

 •  It is spoken by an all-knowing narrator who gives hints of things the 
characters cannot know. 

e In your notebook, explain what a prologue is and suggest why authors  
might use one. 

2 Many words in English come from ancient Greek.

a Pro has two meanings when it is used as a prefix.  
Which meaning fits each of these sentences?

 •  I am very pro-homework because it helps  
me learn more!

 •  The aardvark has a prominent nose – it  
sticks right out. 

b Logos is Greek for ‘word’. Many English words have the suffix logy or ology, 
meaning ‘the study of’. For example, biology is the study of living things,  
because bio is Greek for ‘life’. 

 •  Tell a partner how the suffixes logy and ology could be related  
to logos meaning ‘word’.

 •  Together, find and list words that end in logy or ology and add  
them neatly to your learning journal.

pro prefix

meaning 1: before in time, 
place or order

meaning 2: favouring or in 
support of

bio logy

Some books have a  
preface where the author explains how the  

book came to be written. ‘Preface’ comes from  
the Latin words pre (‘before’) and fari (‘speak’).  

An etymological dictionary gives the  
origins of words. There are examples  

in Session 1.3.
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  1.3  Focus on technique

  1.3  Focus on technique
We are going to...

• explore writers’ techniques and how to build a picture of a character.

Getting started

1  Look at the origin of the word epilogue below. Where would you expect  
to find one in a book or a play? Check your answer in a dictionary.

2  Discuss with a partner why a writer might include an epilogue.  
Think about story structure in your discussion.

GREEK
epi

in addition

GREEK
logos

word or
speech

} GREEK
epilogos

FRENCH
épilogue

ENGLISH
epilogue

LATIN

1 Writers choose words and writing techniques carefully to give  
a particular effect.

Work with a partner and discuss the answers before writing them  
in your notebook.

a Scan East (see Activity 2, Session 1.1) for clues about the types of narrator in 
the prologue.

 •  Is the prologue written in first- or third-person narrative?  
How do you know?

 •  What is the effect of this narrative voice?

b Do you think the narrators in the prologue are male or female? Explain.

c •  Why are italics used in the first part of the prologue?

 • Why are italics used in the second part of the prologue?

17
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1 Different voices – different times

Sentence types

A hyphen is a short line that links words together to create one idea – called a 
compound word.

Examples: eleven-year-old, sugar-free, twenty-nine, two-thirds, runner-up
Dashes are longer than hyphens. A single dash can signal:

 • a dramatic pause leading to a climax or anti-climax
 • an aside or comment
 • additional information or contrast.

Example: She paused – then shouted ‘Hooray!’

Language focus

d The writer uses several dashes in the extract. Explain the purpose  
of each one.

e The writer uses semicolons in two different ways. Scan the extract from 
East in Activity 2, Session 1.1 for the semicolons and explain the reasons 
why they are used.

f • What tense or tenses is the handwritten note mainly written in? 

 • What effect does this have?

g The extract has a mixture of short and long sentences. Suggest a reason 
why the writer uses this combination. 

2 The writer uses detail in the narrative to build a picture of the character  
who wrote the note.

a With a partner, make a list of what you find out about the  
note-writer.

b Make a list of what you do not know that you would like  
to know.

c Predict who will be the main character in the story – the narrator  
of the prologue or the writer of the note. Give reasons.

d •  Do you think this will be a modern story or one set in  
the past? Explain your reasons.

 •  Share your reasons with another pair and discuss  
any differences of opinion. 
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  1.4  Write a short prologue

  1.4  Write a short prologue
We are going to...

• plan, write and edit a prologue.

Getting started

1  Discuss your reading book with a partner and think about what  
you could include in a prologue.

2  Decide if it would be a flash forward or a flashback.

1 Plan and write a prologue for your reading book.  
Ask yourself questions about your book using the suggestions in the picture.

• Type of book (genre)?
• First- or third-person 

narrative? 
• Who is in it?
• What happens 

(summary)?

• Flashback to much  
earlier events? 

• Someone looking back long  
after the events? 

• Different narrator perspective –  
maybe a character? 

• Flash forward giving clues  
about the story?

• Something else?
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1 Different voices – different times

Use a dictionary or an online tool to check your spelling and 
grammar carefully.

Writing tip

Does your partner’s prologue flow smoothly and make sense?  
Does it give clues about the story to come without giving too much away?

How are we doing?

a Use a planning diagram and jot down notes on what your  
prologue will include.

b Write a draft prologue of two or three paragraphs, using some  
of these techniques:

 •  carefully chosen words to create the mood you want

 •  clear narrative voice (third person or first person)

 •  consistent tense (only change it for dramatic effect)

 •  variety of short and long sentences

 •  italics for effect

 •  dashes and semicolons.

2 Review your prologue.

a Swap prologues with a partner and read them aloud. Ask  
questions and make predictions about your partner’s prologue.  
Did your partner pick up your clues? 

b Check your paragraphs for flow and spelling, grammar or  
punctuation errors as well as standard English structure.  
Make any improvements or corrections, especially to word choice.

c Write or type your final draft for presentation on A4 paper and  
share as a class.
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  1.5  White bears

  1.5  White bears
We are going to...

• read an extract, answer questions and write a fact file.

Getting started

1  Discuss with a partner what you know about polar bears –  
for example, where they live and what they look like.

2 Share your knowledge with another pair.

East
Neddy (1)
I knew about white bears. After that day 
when I had looked into the eyes of the white 
bear that saved Rose, I set out to become an 
expert on them. I would interview everyone 
I came into contact with, to see if they 
had ever seen a white bear or if they knew 
anything of white bears. Most knew nothing. 
My main source of information turned out 
to be a peddler who had traveled into the 
far north and had once even been on a Saami 
expedition of white-bear hunters. 

“Before going out on the ice to hunt the white 
bear,” the peddler told me, “the Saami taught 
me. They said I must know the isbjorn by 
heart if I was going to hunt him. They called 
him the Great Wanderer or Ghost Bear. Other 
names they used are: He Who Walks Without 
a Shadow. Ice Giant. Nanook. The Traveler. 
Great White. Sea Bear.” The peddler paused, 
letting those names settle into my memory.

03

[1]

[2]
peddler: especially in the past, a 
person who travelled to different 
places to sell small goods, usually 
by going from house to house

Saami: indigenous people native 
to parts of Norway, Sweden, 
Finland and Russia

isbjorn: polar bear in Norwegian

Glossary
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1 Different voices – different times

“The white bear is a solitary wanderer, never moving with a pack or even  
a mate. He walks on all fours, but when he stands he is nearly ten feet tall.”  
The peddler raised one hand as far as he could above his head.

“He lives by his sense of smell,” the peddler continued. “There is a Saami  
saying about white bears: ‘A pine needle fell in the forest. The hawk saw it.  
The deer heard it. The white bear smelled it.’

“His eyes are black. His nose is black. His paws are black and the five  
claws on each of his paws are black. The rest of him is snow white.”

I listened to the peddler, my eyes held by a scar carved into the skin just  
below his hairline. Maybe a white bear had given him that scar, with a thrust of  
a black claw. 

I learned more. I learned that the white bear’s habitat lay well to the north  
of us, in the region where snow can remain on the ground for twelve months of  
the year. It is true that an occasional white bear has been known to travel as far  
south as our farmhold, but only very rarely and only during the deep winter months. 

I learned that the white bear’s eyesight is not as good as its 
sense of smell, but that it is still very strong. The bear has an 
extra eyelid to protect its eyes from snow glare, and it can see 
underwater and through a driving blizzard. 

I learned that of all bears, the white bear is the most fur-clad, 
every inch of it covered except its nose and paw pads, and the 
fur is dense and soft. It has forty-two teeth, including long, 
sharp canines for piercing flesh. It eats meat but can also survive on berries and 
grasses if it has to. The white bear’s strength is legend. It is said it can kill with 
one swipe of its paw.

          Edith Pattou

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

blizzard: severe 
snowstorm with 
strong winds

Glossary

1 Each chapter in East is told from a different point of view: Father, Neddy,  
his sister Rose, White Bear and the Troll Queen.

a What narrative voice do you think each part is told in: first or third person? 
Explain.
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  1.5  White bears

hopeful

b Read the extract with a partner and answer the questions.

 •  Does Neddy’s voice seem different from the writer of the note’s voice  
in the prologue?

 •  Who do you think the writer of the note is? Why?

 •  Choose words to describe the mood of the Neddy (1) extract.

 •  Explain your choice of words using the evidence from the extract to support 
your answer.

 •  Would you describe the extract as factual or containing opinions? Explain.

c •  In the extract, why is Neddy so keen to find out about white bears?

 •  Why do you think the white bear is sometimes called ‘He Who Walks  
Without a Shadow’? Is it a good name?

 •  Which is your favourite Saami name for a white bear? Explain.

2 Neddy has learnt a lot about white bears.

a Draw up a mind map on white bears.

 •  Make notes to organise your facts.

 •  Decide how best to present your mind map. Consider using bullets, headings 
and different colours.

b Complete your mind map and 
compare it to a partner’s.  
Did you learn any facts from 
each other?

joyful mysteriousmatter-of-fact

thoughtful reflective

mischievous

serious

How did you find the 
information you needed?  
How could you have presented 
it more effectively?

How are we doing?
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1 Different voices – different times

We are going to...

• explore sentences and the effect of sentence length.

Getting started

1 Explain to your partner the difference between a phrase and a sentence.

2  Give each other examples of sentences that contain phrases.  
What job are they doing?

1 Authors use a variety of sentence types to make their writing interesting.

a In a group, discuss what makes a sentence.

 •  Develop a definition to share with the class.

 •  Create a class definition to display on the wall.

 •  List the different sentence types and discuss their features and  
associated punctuation.

b Re-order the words in these sentences to make sense of them and  
give the sentence type.

 •  The fish caught a bear.
 •  Do snowy regions live in white bears?
 •  White bears find out as much about as possible.
 •  A strong sense have white bears of smell.
c Phrases are groups of words, without  

a verb, that go together to do a job to  
extend a sentence. What could you add  
to turn each phrase into a sentence?

 •  on the frozen ground.
 •  ten feet tall. 
 •  on all fours.

  1.6  Short and long sentences
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  1.6  Short and long sentences

 •  The white bear ventured out.
 •  A white doe appeared.
 •  The Saami hunted.

2 The author of East uses both short and long sentences for effect.  
Look back at the extract in Session 1.5.

a Re-read the first paragraph.

 •  How many short sentences and how many long ones does it have?

 •  What is the effect of the short sentences?

b Paragraph 2 contains a list introduced by a colon. Each item is separated  
by a full stop.

 •  Does this make them sentences? Explain.

 •  What punctuation would you usually use for a list like this?

c Find an example where short sentences are used one after the other for effect.

d In Paragraphs 7 to 9, Neddy mostly uses longer sentences.  
Give a reason for this.

e Why do you think the last two sentences of the extract are short?

f Add the extract to your learning journal. Comment on the author’s use of short 
and long sentences for effect, including a few examples.

d Choose phrases from the boxes to add to the beginning and end of these sentences.

without a matefrom behind the snow-clad trees in a group

with steady, loping steps

in groups of three

in the forest
at daybreak in the early evening

doe: the female of animals 
such as the deer and rabbit

Glossary

Did you notice the effect of the short and long sentences?  
Can you explain why authors choose to use different sentence lengths?

How are we doing?
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1 Different voices – different times

conjunction

  1.7  Review word classes
We are going to...

• explore word classes and work with homographs and homophones.

Getting started

1  With a partner, list all the different word classes you know,  
giving examples of each.

2  Share your list with another pair. Did you all remember all of them?

1 To form sentences you need words. It helps to be able to identify different 
word classes and understand what they do and how they work.

a In a small group, talk about the word classes in the boxes.

 •  What does each word class do? 

 •  How can you identify each word class?

 •  Find two examples of each in the extract Neddy (1) in Session 1.5.

noun
verb pronoun

prepositionadjective

The different word 
classes are also known 

as parts of speech. 
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  1.7  Review word classes

b Look at the Language focus box and talk about how these pairs of  
sentences differ in meaning.

Articles are the small words that come before nouns.  
They may be small, but they make a big difference to meaning.

The definite article (the) refers to a specific noun.

Example: The white bear padded through the forest.  
(a specific forest previously mentioned)

The indefinite articles (a and an ) do not refer to specific nouns. 

Example: The white bear padded through a forest. (no particular forest)

Articles are not always necessary with plural nouns. 

Example: Forests are full of trees.

Language focus

 The white bear ate a fish he had caught.
 The white bear ate the fish he had caught.

 The white bear heard a pine needle fall. 

 The white bear heard the pine needle fall.
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1 Different voices – different times

d Discuss the word class for the underlined words.

 •  My duvet is made of goose down.
 •  The bird lined its nest with old down feathers.
 •  A white bear can down a whole fish in one go.
 •  The bear looked down and spotted his prey. 
 •  The hunter rowed down the river.
e Choose three words from the boxes.  

Make up sentences using each word in at least two different word classes.  
Add these words to your learning journal.

Homographs may have different pronunciations.  
The emphasis could go on a different syllable.

Example: present (noun) but present (verb).

The word homograph originates from two ancient Greek words: homós, meaning 
‘same’; and grápho, meaning ‘write’. Can you see why?

Language focus 

c Invent five sentences with this word class pattern.

article + adjective + noun + verb + adverb

The  white bear roared deafeningly.

present
well

light walk

cook

like

workround

2 Words that look identical but have different meanings are called homographs. 
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  1.7  Review word classes

b Write pairs of sentences using the homographs in these word classes. 

 •  mean (adjective and verb)  •  entrance (noun and verb)
 •  watch (noun and verb)  •  content (noun and adjective)
 •  minute (noun and adjective)
c Identify the word class of these words then use a thesaurus to find  

at least three synonyms for each one.

 •  adventurous  •   warily
 •  disturb   •   guardian

a Use your dictionary to find the meanings of these homographs  
that also share a word class.

 •  pupil (noun)
 •  club (noun)
 •  ring (noun)

 •  bank (noun)
 •  bat (noun)

desert - dessertpast - passedallowed - aloud

sauce - source peace - piece

d Some words, known as homophones, sound 
similar but are spelled slightly differently  
(which can be confusing).

 Use these pairs of words in sentences to demonstrate their meaning.

 Proofread your work carefully to check for correct spellings.

Synonyms have similar 
meanings, so they must be 
in the same word class.

Writing tip
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1 Different voices – different times

  1.8 Review dialogue
We are going to...

• read and perform dialogue and explore direct and reported speech.

Getting started

1  Explain to a partner the rules of punctuating direct speech.

2  Compare your rules to another pair’s rules. Are they the same?

East
Neddy (2)
Rose and Neddy’s mother believes the 
direction a child faces when it is born 
gives him or her special characteristics. 
She desperately wanted Rose to be an east 
child to be like her sister, Elise, who died. 
She was worried that a north child would 
travel far away. 

Neddy and Rose are talking after Rose has 
discovered that she is really a north child 
and not an east one as she had been told.

“Rose, what is it? What has happened?” 
I queried, fearing that Sara might have 
gotten worse. 

Rose was staring at me strangely, as if trying to 
read something in my face.

Abruptly she took her cloak in her hands, and as she had done on that day that now 
seemed so long ago, she shook it out, splaying it wide. The afternoon was still and cold, 
and the wind did not catch the cloak as before. Carefully she spread it on the ground, 
then looked up at me again. 

04
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  1.8 Review dialogue

“Rose?”

Still she did not speak. 

“You’re shivering. Why do you not put the cloak on?”

“Did you know?” she asked, her voice higher than usual. 

“Know what?”

“The lie? ‘The lie of Rose’s birth.’ The lie in there.” She jabbed a finger toward  
the cloak.

I stared back at her, bewildered. 

“The lie, Neddy. I was born for Elise. East. But I am Nyamh.” She said  
the name defiantly. 

I still did not understand, although some glimmer of the truth was beginning  
to dawn on me. 

“I am north, Neddy, not east. A true north.” And she knelt and pointed to the  
white cloud of the north of the wind rose in her cloak. “A white bear for north,”  
she said. 

So she had learned the truth at last. A truth that I had guessed at a long  
time before. 

She read it in my face. “You knew! Didn’t you, Neddy?”

I was silent a moment. Then I nodded. I saw tears come into her eyes, though  
she blinked them away angrily. 

“At least … I didn’t truly know,” I said quickly. “I guessed.”

“Why did you say nothing?”

“Because … it was only a guess, and I …” How could I explain that I felt  
the same way as Mother? I did not want Rose to be a north if it meant she would  
always be going away. 

          Edith Pattou

wind rose: a graphic tool used by meteorologists to 
show wind speed and direction in a particular place

Glossary
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1 Different voices – different times

1 Authors use dialogue to show what characters are like  
through what they say and how they speak. 

a Skim over the extract and talk about the differences 
between dialogue and narrative. Use words like tense, 
register, standard English.

b Explain what you think the ellipses are for at the 
end of the passage and how they would affect how 
Neddy speaks.

c What does Neddy’s phrase some glimmer of the truth 
was beginning to dawn on me mean? Is it a literal or 
figurative expression? Explain.

d In pairs, read aloud the dialogue between Neddy and 
Rose in this extract.

 •  Read one character each and leave out the narrative.

 •  Scan the text to find and practise your words.

 •  Use expression and actions to reflect the details in  
the narrator’s words rather than reading them 
aloud. Use them to show what your character is like. 

e What does the dialogue reveal about the two characters?  
Draw a mind map like the one below for each character, noting:

 •  five to six adjectives or phrases to describe them  
(e.g. sad, worried, concerned, furious, confused)

 •  any other relevant information, like how old you think they are.

register: style of 
language, grammar 
and words used in 
particular situations, 
for example formal 
or informal

ellipsis (pl. ellipses): 
three dots that 
take the place of 
missing words or 
that demonstrate 
a pause in dialogue 
or narrative, or 
a character or a 
narrator trailing off 
– a technique to add 
suspense.

Key words

Neddy Rose

angry

boy
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  1.8 Review dialogue

f Perform the dialogue again, 
adding your new understanding 
of the characters. Swap 
characters to see how different 
interpretations change the effect.

2 Revise your skills at dialogue and 
punctuation.

a With a partner, use this short extract to develop a memo to remind you  
of the rules for punctuating dialogue. Include these items in your memo:

 •   speech marks  •  new line  •  punctuation.

b Rewrite the dialogue above in reported speech. Remember to think about  
tenses and use the word ‘that’. Follow the example below.

 Example:  Neddy said, “I wish I had told you, but I am not able to go back.”
         Neddy said that he wished that he had told her, but he was 

unable to go back.

c Write a short memo with your partner explaining how to change  
direct speech into reported speech.

d Continue writing the dialogue between Neddy and Rose with the  
accompanying narrative. Why did Neddy think Rose wouldn't understand  
their mother's worry that Rose would travel far away if she knew she was  
a north child? How does she react?

 “Neddy,” asked Rose slowly, “why did you keep their secret from me?”

 Neddy shook his head and replied, “you wouldn’t understand. At least that is 
what I thought.” 

Remember, there are no right or wrong 
answers. It’s your own impression of the 
characters that counts.

Reading tip
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1 Different voices – different times

e Give your dialogue to another pair to perform. Review how they perform it.

To continue writing your dialogue:

•  make sure each character speaks at least twice more

•  focus on the verbs and words accompanying the dialogue showing  
their actions

•  focus on tense differences and register between the narrative and dialogue

•  keep in character as you imagine what the characters say and how they say it

•  be imaginative – details make all the difference.

Writing tips

  1.9  Voices
We are going to...

• read events from different perspectives and explore standard English.

Getting started

1 With a partner, discuss what we mean by standard English.

2 When do we use standard English and when don’t we?

Did the pair perform the dialogue with expression?

Did they use the narrative to show them how to speak and act?

How are we doing?
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  1.9  Voices

05 Voices in the Museum

It was time for our weekend educational outing. Maximilian dragged his heels 
as he always did on days like these; I can’t think why. I believe a museum is 
most beneficial and improving. I always dress smartly on our outings, but my 
good coat is a little warm so I sat down on the bench in the Dinosaur Hall; 
you can see all the way down the hall from there, so I can keep an eye on 
Maximilian. That is the difficulty with weekends – so many people. 

“Stay where I can see you,” I warned. I wish that attendant had not sat down on 
my bench. I like my space and the other one was quite empty, if perhaps a little 
further away. 

“Maximilian, this notice gives excellent information about Tyrannosaurus 
Rex.” Is a bone missing just there? No. It must be my imagination. So much for 
education – Maximilian was nowhere near the replica dinosaur although I soon 
spied him further down the hall. I should have suspected he would find a food 
kiosk more interesting than the Jurassic era. Really!

Voice 1
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1 Different voices – different times

Poor Dad, he was sooooo tired, but we always do the dinos after his night 
shift at the museum – I think it cheers him up. I was getting him a coffee 
at the kiosk when this boy joined the queue, bouncing up and down all 
around me; he kept looking nervously over at this lady in a purple woollen 
coat sitting near Dad on the Dino Bench. She must have been sweltering – 
didn’t she look outside this morning? For a moment I thought something was 
odd about the T-Rex but the boy was getting ON MY NERVES with all his 
bobbing about, so I was distracted and forgot what I’d seen. 

“You up for a cool drink, then?” I said. He cast another quick glance at 
The Purple Coat; then grinned and nodded. That broke the ice and we got 
chatting. He was a laugh, with loads of jokes and silly voices – just the way 
I imagine a younger brother would be if I had one. We’d just got to the front 
of the queue when I spotted The Purple Coat bustling our way…

Voice 3

Some people don’t know how to sit – just sit. Like the lady on the other end of the 
bench. Fiddling about, buttoning her coat tight, fanning herself like crazy – craning 
her neck to see all over. Sitting’s for relaxing, watching, thinking. I would’ve asked 
if she was OK, but I was beat. Night shifts finish me, but I like to be here waiting 
for young Jax when I come off shift. Wouldn’t let her down. She loves that T-Rex. 
Knows every bone, she does, and has done since she was a nipper! Smart cookie 
she is. Reckoned I’d just put up with Miss Fidgety till Jax came with me coffee.

Voice 2

1 Not all stories are told as they unfold, from 
beginning to end.

a By yourself, skim over Voices in the Museum 
to get the main idea.

b In a group of three, take turns to summarise 
one ‘voice’ each in your own words.

kiosk: small building with a 
window where things like 
tickets, magazines snacks 
and cool drinks are sold

Glossary
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  1.9  Voices

c Read the story together, focusing on bringing out your character.

d Each character looks back on the same events, yet they remember 
them differently. What you remember depends on your point of view.  
Piece together the events from all the voices in a timeline.

Purple coat arrives

Dad comes off shift

e How does the author show what each character is like? Find clues in the text. 
You can organise your answers in a table like this or use a method of your own.

Gender Age What type 
of person?

Evidence from the text

Voice 1 Female Adult Voice 2 refers to her as a lady

Voice 2

Voice 3

f Which voice appeals to you most? Give reasons.

2 Standard and non-standard English are used in different contexts.

Standard English is the correct formal style used in books, newspapers, official 
documents and business. Standard English has full sentences, subject–verb 
agreement, consistent tenses, correct use of word classes and so on. 

When we speak, we are not always so formal. We often use idiomatic expressions, 
abbreviations and contractions in everyday colloquial speech.

Language focus
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1 Different voices – different times

a Discuss the non-standard English in these sentences.  
Then rewrite them in standard English. How does it change the effect?

 •  I would’ve asked if she was OK, but I was beat. 
 •  Reckoned I’d just put up with Miss Fidgety till Jax came with me coffee.
 •  Knows every bone, she does, and has done since she was a nipper!
 •  You up for a cool drink, then?
b •   Think about which voice uses the most standard English and full sentences. 

Does it fit what you have learnt about the characters so far? 

 •  Re-read Voice 2, then role play the events in standard English.  
How does it change the character?

 •  Discuss Voice 3. What does how she speaks, the punctuation and  
the text effects show about her? Describe her to each other.

c Colloquial language often includes idiomatic expressions – expressions  
with a meaning that is not easily understood from the dictionary  
definitions of the words. 

 •  Discuss the meaning of these idiomatic expressions with a partner.

get your act together

be in hot water

get cold feet about something

cool as a cucumber

cry crocodile tears miss the boat

cost an arm and a leg

 •  Which characters use the most idiomatic or non-standard English?

 • Give reasons using the text to support your view.

d Would you describe the writing as narrative or dialogue? Explain.

Can you tell the difference between standard and non-standard English?  
What clues do you use?

How am I doing?
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  1.10  Finding out more about flashbacks

  1.10  Finding out more 
about flashbacks

We are going to...

• listen to and explore a story with a flashback.

Getting started

Have you had a flashback experience – a sudden vivid memory of a  
conversation or event? Talk about your experiences as a class.

1 A flashback is a storytelling technique where the 
author interrupts the main story to go back to 
events that happened earlier. Flashbacks can be 
the narrator’s memories or separate events, but 
they always tell the reader something important 
connected with the main story.

a Develop your listening skills by using all your 
senses as you listen for detail to an extract from a novel that uses a  
flashback. First read the title and snippet to give you some context,  
then jot down notes to answer the following questions as you listen.

Read the questions carefully 
before listening so you 
know what to listen out for.

Listening tip

Oliver Strange and the Journey 
to the Swamps
Oliver has flown to Africa to find his scientist father. 
The minute he lands in Zimbabwe nothing goes 
according to plan. Before he knows it, he is on a 
bus to Victoria Falls with a girl called Zinzi and a 
bushbaby called Bobo.

Dianne Hofmeyr

06
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1 Different voices – different times

 •  Where is Oliver at the start of the extract?

 •  What strange things have happened? 

 •  Where and when is the flashback set? Who is Oliver with?

 •  Which countries has his father visited? Why? 

b On a large sheet of card, draw a timeline of the story events so far both in  
Africa and in England. What comes first?

Day 1

2 Explore how flashbacks work.

a Which chapter contained the flashback, and which contained the  
main story plot?

b If the flashback was not set in a chapter of its own, suggest a  
way the author could indicate a flashback in the text.

c •  What do you learn about why Oliver is in Africa from the flashback?

 •  In what other way could the author have told the reader this information?

d •  Predict a reason why Oliver’s father was so obsessed with frogs.

 •  Do you think you will find out as part of the main story or in  
a flashback?

e •  Give your opinion of stories with flashbacks, with reasons. 

 •  Do you enjoy the suspense of finding out snippets of information  
that add to the plot in flashbacks?

 •  Would you prefer the events to be in chronological order?

 •  How does this compare with books that you 
normally choose to read? 

 •  Add your ideas to your learning journal. chronological: arranged 
in the order in which 
events happened

Key word
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  1.11 and 1.12  Create Voice 4 at the museum

  1.11 and 1.12  Create Voice 4 
at the museum

We are going to...

• plan, write and edit Voice 4 at the Museum.

Getting started

1  Explain to a partner what non-standard English is and  
when you might use it compared to standard English.

2  Compare your ideas with another pair.

New Beehive 
artwork to be 

supplied to 
replace this photo

1 In Voices in the Museum (Session 1.9), three characters narrated the  
events, but a fourth person was also part of the story. Work in groups  
to complete this activity.

a Build a profile of Voice 4 using these questions. Search for evidence  
from the other voices.

 •  Who is Voice 4? How is he linked with the other characters? 

 •  Did he want to go to the museum? How do you know?

 •  What did he do and whom did he meet?

 •  Why did he keep glancing at the woman in the purple coat?

b Take turns to role play Voice 1, 2 or 3, saying what ‘you’ think about  
the other characters. 

Example:  I’m the man on the bench. That cheeky boy bobbing about  
in the queue makes me laugh – Jax seems to like him.

c Take turns to role play Voice 4 and give his version of the events and of  
the other characters.
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1 Different voices – different times

2 A few days after the museum visit, Voice 4 discovers a dinosaur bone  
under his bed. 

a Imagine you are writing the story of The Missing Dinosaur Bone, in which  
Voice 4 gets into an adventure with Jax. Voice 4 has a flashback to his museum 
visit. The dinosaur bone must be missing from the museum. What can he 
remember from his visit?

 •  Write a draft of Voice 4 narrating his museum flashback. 

 •  Write from his point of view in the first person. 

 •  Start with the words: Now I was really in trouble – how could  
I explain the dinosaur bone under my bed? It all started last week  
at the visit to the museum ... 

b Ask a partner to read your draft out loud. Listen carefully.

convincing: able to make you believe that something is true or right

authentic: real or true; worthy of believing

Key words

Give your partner feedback.

• Does the version of events fit with the other voices?

• Does the boy’s ‘voice’ sound convincing and authentic?

• Did it include a clue that could relate to his adventure and the missing bone?

• Does it make you want to read the story he is flashing back from? 

How am I doing?

What does he say?

What clues were 
at the museum?

What style of speech 
will fit his age and 

personality? Colloquial or 
standard English?

What really 
happened at the 

museum?
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  1.11 and 1.12  Create Voice 4 at the museum

Use a mixture of sentences  
and phrases, and standard and  

non-standard English. Put yourself  
in the boy’s shoes!

Use the clues in the text to show you how to speak 
Voice 4 and where to add expression.

Speaking tip

Look what I can do:

 I can read for detail and make inferences.

 I can write a prologue.

 I can make notes to write a fact file.

 I can identify different word classes and explore homographs.

 I can talk about register and how communication differs.

 I can explore flashbacks and how they work in stories.

c Make improvements and corrections to your work. Focus on 
achieving a consistent ‘voice’ with carefully chosen words 
and phrases including figurative or colloquial language. Build 
suspense to draw in your reader.

d Enjoy reading your flashbacks aloud to each other in a group. 

 •  Do they seem more like narrative or dialogue?

 •  How differently did you all ‘see’ the events?
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1 Different voices – different times

Check your progress

1 a Write a definition of a prologue.

 b Explain the purpose of a prologue.

 c Write two features of a prologue.

2 a  If autos means self in ancient Greek and graphos means written, use these 
word origins to explain the meaning of the English word autograph.

 b List three more words with the prefix auto.

3 Extend the simple sentence below with at least two more phrases or clauses. 

 The white bear slowly padded.

4 a Write two sentences that follow this word class pattern:

article + adjective + noun + verb + adverb

 b Write a pair of sentences to use this homograph in its different word classes.

fine (noun, verb, adjective, adverb)

5 a Rewrite the sentence below in reported speech.

  Neddy said to Rose, “I have learnt all about white bears since you saw one.”
 b Rewrite this sentence in direct speech.

  Rose replied that she had seen another white bear in the woods.

Projects

• Solo project: research dinosaurs and make notes. Choose how to set out your 
notes (mind map, table and so on) so that you can present to the class on your 
dinosaur using your notes.

• Paired project: research a dinosaur of your choice. You can use reference books 
or the internet. Check with your teacher for suitable sites to visit. Plan a fact file 
for a younger class on your dinosaur to help you decide what information to use 
from your research. Include illustrations.

• Group project: research one or two dinosaurs and then decide how to display 
and present your research for a younger class. You can consider a multimedia 
presentation, using slides or even video clips to support your research and make 
it interesting. Practise giving your presentation and give each other feedback on 
what went well and what to improve before finalising your presentations and 
presenting to younger classes.
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2 People in the news
  2.1  Making headlines

We are going to...

• analyse headlines, discuss their impact and make up some new ones.

Getting started

Discuss these questions.

1 What is the purpose of a headline? 

2 Which ones have you noticed recently?

3 Are headlines fact, or opinion or both? Explain why.

headline: a heading 
at the top of a news 
article aimed to 
get the reader’s 
attention

Key word

Balloon trip: a great successTeens awarded Nobel Prize

Rescue (mum) hero Teachers, parents get A+

Congrats – it’s a boy! Everest conquered!

Who’s next? What can YOU do?

And the winner is … ‘Unsinkable’ liner goes down
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2 People in the news

1 Discuss and analyse headlines.

a Skim the headlines on the previous page. Which ones get your attention?  
Why? Is it the same for everyone?

b Discuss the language techniques used in headlines.

•  Describe the register. Is the language formal or informal?  
Positive or negative?

•  Do headlines use full sentences with punctuation? Are they  
long or short? Why?

•  In what way is the language persuasive?

c Discuss the meaning and impact of the headlines on the previous page.

•  What do you think the headlines mean?

•  What impact or effect can a headline have on a reader?

•  Is the meaning and impact the same for everyone? Give examples.

2 Review headline techniques and write your own headlines.

a Find an example of each sentence type in the 
headlines in Activity 1. 

b Are headlines ever compound or complex 
sentences? Give reasons and examples.

Headlines use a variety of sentence types and punctuation to summarise  
the news, express a fact and/or an opinion and get the readers’ attention.  
Headline techniques include:

 • a statement, question or command

 • key words or phrases using well-chosen words to make an impact

 • short, simple sentences rather than compound or complex sentences

 • active or passive voice for effect.

Language focus

summarise: to give a brief 
version of something, 
focusing on key points only

key words: words that are 
important to the meaning of 
a sentence or text

Key words
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  2.1  Making headlines

The school soccer team won its final match of the season.

Everyone is looking forward to the concert.A hurricane caused a lot of damage.

Yesterday’s international cricket match was cancelled due to the bad weather.

The school tuck shop has changed its menu.

c Read these two headlines.  
Are they written in the active or passive voice?  
Add your own examples in active and passive voice.

Headline 1: Teen wins Nobel Prize!
Headline 2: City struck by tornado

d Write one headline based on each of these events.

Can you write headlines that make an impact using:

• effective words and punctuation

• simple, short sentences or phrases

• active or passive voice?

How are we doing? 
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2 People in the news

1 Read the news article and answer questions to get the main idea.

a What clues does the headline give about the article?

b Who is the article about? Who else is mentioned and what was their role?

c When and where did the event take place?

d What is so special about a young girl doing this?

e Choose a word to describe the article.

f Identify unfamiliar words in the article and look them up in a dictionary.

g Add the news article to your learning journal. Find other news articles  
about interesting people to add to your learning journal.

current: relating to 
the present time

Key word

factual

interesting disturbing

inspiringmysterious

current

  2.2  Read all about it
We are going to...

• read a news report, find information and identify the facts and opinions.

Getting started

Discuss these questions with a partner.

1 Do you read or watch the news?

2 What news topics interest you?

3 What is fake news?

4 Can you think of examples?
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